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Stars are scattered across the night sky like sequins on velvet. Over 2000 of them are visible to the unaided eye at any one time under the clearest conditions, but most are faint and insignificant. Only a few hundred stars are bright enough to be prominent to the naked eye, and these are plotted on the monthly sky maps in this book. The brightest stars of all act as signposts to the rest of the sky, as shown on pages 14–15. It is a welcome fact that you need to know only a few dozen stars to find your way around the sky with confidence. This book will introduce you to the stars month by month, without the need for optical aid, so that you become familiar with the sky throughout the year.
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Past, Present and Future of Research in the Information SocietySpringer, 2006
Past, Present and Future of Research in the Information Society examines the role of research and the production of knowledge in the information society, with special emphasis on developing areas of the world.
Past, Present and Future of Research in the Information Society is based on a three day conference...
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XBRL For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
The perfect guide to help you understand XBRL-from the "father of XBRL"

What is XBRL and how can it help you streamline your business reporting? This plain-English guide from the "father of XBRL," Charles Hoffman, will tell you what it is, why it is, and how you can get on the bus with this new SEC-mandated business...
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ASP.NET 3.5 Application Architecture and DesignPackt Publishing, 2008
Application architecture is an essential skill for ASP.NET developers. It is always tempting to jump in and start coding, but planning your architecture early in the project will leave you with a solid application that scales well, is easy to modify and extend, and saves you time and effort later on. As businesses struggle to control their costs,...
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Greatest Guide to Photography: Because It's More Than Pushing the Button (Greatest Guides)Greatest Guides Limited, 2012

	Photography tips and advice to help you... + add wow to your images with simple, little-known techniques that change a good shot into a great shot + get pin-sharp, perfectly composed & correctly exposed images, time and time again + choose the best camera and identify only those essential accessories + take stunning portraits of your...
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JBoss 4.0 - The Official GuideSams Publishing, 2005
If you need to understand how JBoss works, why not learn it from the people who  created it? JBoss 4.0 The Official Guide is the authoritative resource  recognized as the official print documentation for JBoss 4.0. The only book for  advanced JBoss users, this guide presents a complete understanding to  configuring and using JBoss 4.0. It is fully...
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Gurdjieff Reconsidered: The Life, the Teachings, the LegacyShambhala, 2019

	From a master biographer and longtime Gurdjieff practitioner, a brilliant new exploration of the quintessential Western esoteric teacher of the twentieth-century.

	

	The Greek-Armenian teacher G.I. Gurdjieff was one of the most original and provocative spiritual teachers in the twentieth-century West. Whereas much work...
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